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The car marked Porsche's first return to the top level of sports prototype racing since the firm
abandoned its Porsche LMP in The outright victory at the 12 Hours of Sebring was the first
major victory for Porsche in endurance racing for five years and it was also the first time in 14
years that the non-premier class won the 12 Hours of Sebring overall. Regulation changes for
the season rendered the RS Spyder obsolete but the car has left a legacy in the Porsche Spyder
, which uses a development of the RS Spyder's engine and the Porsche Hybrid which carried
Porsche's racing program on into the LMP1 category starting in The chassis is a rigid carbon
fibre monocoque with both the engine and transmission being integral stressed members. The
3. The sole RS Spyder finished first in class and fifth overall. Porsche won the manufacturers'
championship by 1 point ahead of Acura. Team Goh also took part in the race with an ex- Van
Merksteijn Motorsport car. Porsche MR6 3. Sebring LMP2 class winner. The overall winner of
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Porsche Penske team.
Michael Mauer Roger Penske Team. Carbon fibre monocoque with engine and gearbox as
stressed members. GR6 6-speed electro-pneumatic actuated paddle-shift sequential gearbox
Mechanical locking differential plus traction control. Michelin , Dunlop [1]. Races Wins Poles F.
Laps Monterey Sports Car Championships. American Le Mans at Mid-Ohio. New England Grand
Prix. Grand Prix of Mosport. Sports Car Challenge of St. Lone Star Grand Prix. Utah Grand Prix.
Northeast Grand Prix. Sports Car Challenge of Mid-Ohio. Detroit Sports Car Challenge. Van
Merksteijn Motorsport. Peter van Merksteijn Sr. Muscle Milk Team Cytosport. That makes our
job a whole lot easier, but will that make its price a slam dunk as well? A common theme
throughout the comments pointed to the car needing to be more together â€” and not exhibiting
the accessory and aesthetic issues it suffered â€” to reach that asking. That resulted in a
decisive 78 percent No Dice loss. As we discussed yesterday, the Rabbit GTI was the epitome of
the hot hatch category. That class of car killed off many of the small sports cars that had
previously been what enthusiasts of limited means gravitated to. One sports car that has
survived a number of mass extinctions is the Porsche Now in its seventh decade, the has
outlasted not only invasions of cheaper and admittedly less capable hot hatches, but also
corporate contrivances from inside Porsche that at one time sought to replace the rear-engine
model off with the grand touring As you might have noticed, the is no more, and the soldiers on
as one of the most coveted cars on the planet. The model is so well liked that older models can
bring more cash than those that are far newer. The inverted bell curve of values in fact slides
forward a bit every year as appreciation grows for models that once were considered the least
appealing. Right now, the bottom of that curve is represented by the to model, but those cars
are coming into their own as their lower prices bring greater demand. Take for example this
Carrera S. I certainly hope not. This While not a perfect specimen, and cautioned as such by the
seller, the car still presents reasonably well. There are a few chips and scrapes in the paint, but
nothing that should keep you up at night. Laudably, the headlight lenses are clear and
un-yellowed despite their age. There apparently is an issue with one of the aftermarket LED tail
lamps, however, which is chipped on the corner due to rough handling while shipping. The
original lights do come with the car. The interiors on the are a dramatic step up from that of the ,
the earlier cars having some plastics that are alarmingly chintzier than a frat party kegger cup.
By the way, the ad included only three pictures of the car. Not just cheap, in fact, but VERY
cheap according to the ad copy. What do you think? Is that in fact cheap? Or, is that too much
money for what may be the current bottom of the bell? Sacramento, California, Craigslist , or go
here if the ad disappears. Hit me up at rob jalopnik. Remember to include your Kinja handle.
Rob Emslie is a contributing writer for Jalopnik. He has too many cars, and not enough time to
work on them all. The human side of you wants to believe you won't get those scorpions, but I

have been the scorpions guy, and it's not pleasant. The A. Rob Emslie. Rob Emslie Posts
Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Shane Morris. The Porsche Carrera GT
Project Code is a mid-engine [4] sports car that was manufactured by German automobile
manufacturer Porsche from to For its advanced technology and development of its chassis,
Popular Science magazine awarded it the "Best of What's New" award in Porsche at the time
had planned a new Le Mans prototype for the season. The car was initially intended to use a
turbocharged flat-six engine , but was later redesigned to use a new V10 engine , pushing the
project back to planned completion in The V10 was a unit secretly built by Porsche for the
Footwork Formula One team in , but later shelved. The engine was resurrected for the Le Mans
prototype. The project was canceled after two days of testing for the first car, in mid, mostly due
to Porsche's wish to build the Cayenne SUV with involvement from Volkswagen and Audi , thus
requiring engineering expertise to be pulled from the motorsports division. Porsche did keep
part of the project alive by using the 5. Surprising interest in the vehicle and an influx of
revenue provided from the Cayenne helped Porsche decide to produce the car, and
development started on a road-legal version that would be produced in small numbers at
Porsche's new manufacturing facility in Leipzig. Porsche started a production run of the Carrera
GT in Originally a production run of 1, cars was planned. However, Porsche announced in
August that it would not continue production of the Carrera GT through to , citing
discontinuation was due to changing airbag regulations in the United States. By the end of
production on 6 May , more than 1, cars had been sold, with a total of units sold in the United
States and 31 units sold in Canada. The Carrera GT is powered by a 5. Custom colours were
later available from the factory. A traditional six-speed manual transmission is the only available
transmission. The Carrera GT has large side inlets and air dams that help cool the large V10
engine framed by the carbon fibre rear bonnet. The interior is trimmed in soft leather. Bose
audio system and a navigation system were standard. In typical Porsche fashion, the ignition is
present to the left of the steering wheel. This placement dates back to the early days of Le Mans
racing when drivers were required to make a running start, hop into their cars, start them and
begin the race. The placement of the ignition enabled the driver to start the car with the left
hand and put it in gear with the right. Originally, the car had a beech wood gearknob, which
pays homage to the wooden gearknob used in the Le Mans race car. In its second year of
production, a carbon fibre knob was also made available. Sport Auto tested a maximal lateral
acceleration of 1. Notable technology includes a pure carbon fibre monocoque and subframe
produced by ATR Composites Group of Italy, dry sump lubrication and inboard suspension. The
radiator of the Carrera GT is about five times the size of that of a Turbo of its time. The car's
front and rear suspension system consists of pushrod actuated shock absorbers and dampers
with anti-roll bars. Commissioned by a Swiss Porsche collector and former racing driver, it has
a modified carbon fiber body which is more aerodynamic. The car has the same technical
specification has the Porsche Carrera GT [22]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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GND : Due to low numbers originally produced, availability for a Porsche Carrera GT for sale is
limited as the automobiles come up to buy infrequently. Investment status has been great as the
exotic car resale market continues to stay strong, especially with only 1, produced and many
wrecked along the way. When looking for an investment grade GT its best to start with one of
the more rare color options. Only five colors were available when the GT left the factory.

Introduced at the Paris Motor Show, the open top convertible concept was so widely
appreciated that the German automaker decided to produce the V10 supercar. Coming off the
production in early January of , the GT featured the adjustable wing available on the and
Boxster models, which would rise above speeds of 70 mph. From , the car rolled out of
Germany its enthusiastic owners, of whom were located in the US. Set to produce 1, cars,
Porsche altered its goal as a result of upcoming changes in regulations and built only 1, GTs.
Looking aside from the low production numbers, the GT is special in several other aspects.
Constructed of a carbon fiber monocoque and subframes, the GT breaks the tradition of carbon
fiber and aluminum monocoque and subframe combination present in earlier supercars.
Additionally, as a symbolic nod to the race cars, the gearshift knob was constructed of
top-grade beechwood. Fifteen-inch diameter carbon-ceramic disc brakes were also a significant
technological advance easily seen on the car. In terms of investment, the MSRP pales in
comparison to ever increasing sales prices. Many factors have contributed to this
unprecedented jump in demand, the first involves several high-profile accidents which have
added to the mystique. Graham Rahal and Walter Rohrl, who are among the best drivers in the
world, have cautioned that it demands respect. Part of the allure is that no electronic safety
systems are onboard to help intervene at the limit. With such a temperamental nature,
conservative estimates are that over 70 cars have been damaged beyond repair. It is not a street
car that can be raced, it is a race car that was barely modified for street use. As such, it is
unforgiving in almost any circumstance. The odd firing degree V10 engine was originally
developed for Formula1. In order to make more torque for a street application, it was enlarged to
5. The valve train is operated by solid tappets which offer a screaming redline of 8, rpm. From
the eight-piston front calipers to the inboard rear suspension, you will have the best chassis
money can buy. Please take a look at listings from our dealers and consult with current owners
to see if it should be part of your collection. Happy Motoring. RM Sothebys. No listings found!
Widen search by de-selecting one or more search filter items. Register an account to save your
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Searches. ZIP Code. Its feats include introducing the PDK transmission and even making a fan
out of the otherwise critical Jeremy Clarkson. Getting your hands on a Porsche for sale is an
incredible way to get your hands on a highly capable, luxurious performance car, with plenty of
car enthusiast cred for staying true to the legend of the Porsche A The differences are in the
optional Tiptronic transmission being replaced by the PDK, direct fuel injection, revised
infotainment, and other subtle changes in the design and look of the car. The manual
transmission that came standard with all cars is a six-speed, and the PDK dual-clutch, or the
Tiptronic, depending on the generation of the specific , was optional with certain models. One of
the most iconic models of the is the Turbo. With all-wheel drive and two BorgWarner
turbochargers that were new for Porsche when they were introduced in the Turbo, the Turbo
was ahead of its time in performance capability. To this day, a Porsche Turbo for sale is not
only a formidable performance car or a sophisticated driving machine. Any guarantees luxury,
fun, and performance to boot. Now is a better time than ever to get your hands on one of these,
as they are being recognized as one of the greats in the world, even this early into their
retirement. Coming Soon! Out For Professional Detail! Beautiful Porsche Turbo Convertible!!
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